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You love your dog...but he has a few habits that are anything but loveable--and no amount of

scolding or punishment helps. Sound familiar? The good news is that you can change your dog's

unbecoming habits if you know how. This comprehensive guide to dog training covers every

imaginable situation, allowing you to see right through your "difficult" dog's behavior and help him

learn how to behave in a way that please you. Discover how the straightforward, unsubtle

psychology of an "alpha" dominant male can turn even a canine terrorist into a well-behaved pet.

Learn why your dog loves his obedience training, and why his greatest pleasure is pleasing you. I

Love My Dog, But... will help you understand how dogs think--and how you can think faster than

they can.
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This is a great book! I got a 19 month old non-socialized import German Shepherd. She definitely

arrived with issues and this book helped me to work through them and see things more through the

eyes and mind of the dog. I've been training dogs since the mid 80's and there's always more to

learn. This book is good for experienced trainers and GREAT for novice owners/trainers who really

need to understand more about the canine psyche.

I love her candid style of writing. Most dog owners will gravitate toward this book out of sheer

desperation, and she speaks to the reader in such a way that it makes you relax and laugh about

the difficulties of keeping a dog. It's like that friend who always knows what to say to take the edge



off. And she's very knowledgeable to boot. Great find.

I recently got a puppy that had a few problems such as wetting in his crate and being aggressive

towards other dogs. Ms. Tiz addresses a variety of problems that most training manuals do not

address. For example, most dogs do not urinate in their crates and most books do not address

those cases in which a dog has lost his sense to keep his crate clean. Even if your dog does not

have serious, problematic behaviors, Ms. Tiz conveys the importance how your body language and

words can contribute to your dog's bad behavior. I can't thank her enough for this wonderful book. I

have a wonderful puppy that now keeps his crate clean and is friendly towards the majority of dogs.

Note: I initially purchased the book because it was one of the few books that address multi-dog

households.Teri Callahan

Very good condition and well written book!

Good training tips found here

I have read so many dog and training books but this has to be one of my favs! I have tried many of

the suggestions by the author and find them to be of great help. This book is easy to read and

follow. I feel like I can now stop buying every dog training book on the market. This one has the

answers I need.

This book truly saved a life...the life of my own dog. When our adopted dog attacked a friend's dog

we didn't know what way to turn. Joy Tiz provided us with direction, encouragement, and the tools

necessary to both understand and manage his dog-aggressive tendencies. Her book is not only

filled with wonderful insights on how a dog thinks and reacts but tells us how we, as owners, can

build a stronger relationship with our canine friends. The book is fun to read, too. Thanks to Joy, I

have developed a deeper understanding of canine behavior and a stronger dog/owner relationship,

built through a foundation of obedience, respect, and control. I couldn't have done it with out this

book. Thank you, Joy.

A friend recommended this book to me and now I have to buy him a replacement copy, I've

scribbled so much in the margins. Finally!! A dog book that makes sense and offers advice that

owners can actually implement. I strongly encourage anyone who reads this book to use the



sidebars as written assignments, you won't believe how much you will learn and it's fun, too. I've

read just about every dog book ever printed and still had problems with my dog. Then, I found this

book, followed the advice and saw a huge improvement right away! I can't believe how simple and

logical it all is. And, the book is great fun to read, too with alot of humor. If you have a dog, used to

have a dog, may get a dog someday or know someone who has a dog, read this book! You'll be

very glad you did.
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